• Schools of thought that make it possible for doctoral students to be actively engaged in research activities directly at the University
• The availability of the resources of the St Petersburg University Research Park during research
• Participation in contests for mega-grants and large-scale in-house grants from St Petersburg University
• Close cooperation with employing companies
• Academic mobility programmes
• Accommodation in halls of residence for all non-resident doctoral students

ADMISSIONS PROCEDURE AT ST PETERSBURG UNIVERSITY

You can apply for either state-funded or fee-paying study. A successful application for a state-funded place gives you the right to: study at St Petersburg University free of charge; pay a discounted fee for university accommodation; and receive a monthly state academic scholarship.

• Admissions based on the competitive selection of applicant’s documents (portfolios), except for the «Advanced Mathematics» programme where an additional interview is conducted
• Documents are submitted online through an Applicant’s Personal Account
• Additional points for admission for the winners and awardees of the St Petersburg University Petropolitan Science (Re)Search Student Olympiad

International Admissions Office
+7 (812) 363 66 33
13B Universitetskaya Embankment, St Petersburg 199034, Russia
abiturient.spbu.ru
admission@spbu.ru
english.spbu.ru